Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence.

1. The dinosaur that had three horns is called _____________.
   triceratops  monarch  binocular

2. The song was not pleasant to hear because it was _____________.
   uniform  monotone  universal

3. Mario wanted to ride a _____________ that had one wheel.
   unicycle  bicycle  biplane

4. The movie theater showed each movie of the science fiction _____________.
   biweekly  trilogy  trillion

5. Lee competed in the _____________ because he enjoyed swimming, running, and biking.
   triathlon  binary  unitary

Directions: Look at the pairs of words. Circle the word with the prefix that means “one.”

6. monolingual  bilingual

7. unilateral  triangle

8. bimonthly  universe

9. monopolize  trident

10. biplane  uniform
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